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I t is trite that the major role of the Primary Lending Institutions 

in any free market economy is to transfer and direct funds from 

the financial surplus units of the economy to such areas as such 

funds are required in order to ensure growth and even development.  

In this, these institutions act as the conduit through which funds are 

channelled to meet the general and specific requirements of other pro-

ductive sectors of the economy.  To be able to sustain this role, it is vi-

tal that the rate at which funds and advances flow to these sectors 

should be matched by the rate of repayment by respective creditors 

and recovery in the event of a default.  Sadly, this is hardly the case in 

Nigeria today. 

The era of easy and cheap money supply of the 1970’s is long gone.  So 

too the period of `arm chair' banking prevalent during the Udoji awards 

period and the surplus money supply of the oil boom era.  Then absorp-

tive capacity was low and economic activity was essentially cash and car-

ry.  Now, more than ever before, the need is being felt to evolve more 

effective legal/ancillary mechanisms for debt control, management, and 

recoveries.  The present economic environment requires that we now 

make real progress.  Organizing and participating in public seminars, clin-

ics, debates, and talkshops is good.  But we must also take positive and 

determined action to deal with the problem of the default environment. 

Today, institutional lenders groan under the weight of massive volumes 

of non-performing assets.  Total Domestic Credit rose by 83.5% from 

18.47 billion in December 1989 to 33.0 billion in September 1990.  By 

December 1991, it had risen to 75 billion.  On the other hand, outstand-

ing non-performing loans stood at about 7.6 billion in 1990.  By Decem-

ber 1991, it was estimated to have risen to about 14.8 billion. 

Up until mid-1989, it was still relatively easy to source funds in the re-

quired volumes.  However, the stringent monetary policies of the Central 
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Bank of Nigeria have since changed all that.  The introduction of the pru-

dential guidelines on loan loss provisions and the great crash of March 5, 

1992 when the naira suffered a record tumble in the exchange market 

have pilled pressure on the cost and availability of funds.  Reduced and 

more prudent lending has become imperative.  The smaller and less effi-

cient institutions are under immense pressure to sanitize their opera-

tions.  By its recent circular issued in November 1992, the Central Bank of 

Nigeria (CBN) barred 44 ailing Commercial and Merchant Banks from par-

ticipating in its weekly Foreign Exchange Market (FEM) until they can 

show a sufficient `Certificate of Health'.  Some experts predict an imme-

diate collapse of fragile banks.  Others say mergers may occur.  All these 

spell doom for the entire banking community and it is therefore increas-

ingly important to ensure prudence in the management, control, and 

disbursement of funds.  Measured steps must be taken to stem the tide 

of loan defaults. 

In an unpredictable financial system such as ours where competition aris-

ing from the pull exerted by market forces is very fierce, where we are 

faced with liquidity and cash flow problems as well as conflicting mone-

tary policies, the foregoing assume graver implications.  The Banking in-

dustry is a crucial player in the disbursement of credit facilities.  Further, 

the recent promulgation of the National Housing Policy Decree No. 3 of 

1992 and the establishment of the National Housing Fund has placed an 

infinite amount of responsibility squarely on the shoulders of Nigeria's 

primary mortgage institutions.  They must ensure a prudent manage-

ment of the funds to which every Nigerian worker with an annual salary 

of 3,000.00 and above is compelled to contribute.  Indeed, in the pack-

age of accessibility conditionalities contained in its recent circular to 

Mortgage Institutions, stringent requirements were imposed by the Fed-

eral Mortgage Bank of Nigeria (FMBN) to be fulfilled by the mortgage 

institutions in order to qualify for a grant under the Decree.  Prudent 

management and control is therefore expedient not only to ensure sus-

tained and enhanced investor confidence in the system but also to en-

sure the very survival of the institutions themselves who must, in order 

to stay afloat and remain viable, evolve a workable and efficient means 

of controlling the leaks, lapses and inadequacies in the entire system of 

credit administration.  At the moment, however, these institutions lack 

the necessary manpower, skill, resources and even the awareness to 

tackle the problem.  This presentation attempts to identify some of the 

existing constraints in the system, and to explore the possibility of acti-

vating existing and alternative mechanisms for addressing the problem.  

More importantly, to goad the entire commercial and mercantile com-

munity into developing and sustaining interest in the workings of the ju-

dicial machinery for dispute resolution. 
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Identifying the Problems 

Unsavoury ripples knifed through the commercial community in mid-

October 1992.  The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN), committed to mop-

ping-up "excess liquidity" in the system imposed near suicidal bank de-

posit requirements.  Inter-Bank rates soared to an all-time high of 110%.  

On the other end of the scale, there was the immense weight imposed 

by a huge volume of non-performing assets.  The weaker institutions 

were faced with a real threat of going under.  Something had to be 

done, and fast too.  Bank `B' decided to look inwards to speedily source 

funds.  It instructed Lawyer `O' to recover an overdraft loan facility in 

the sum of 4.5 million allowed Company `G' in order to finance the sup-

ply of certain chemicals and allied products to Company `Y'.  By a tripar-

tite understanding executed between Bank `B', Company `G' and Com-

pany `Y', Company `Y' had agreed to domicile the payment for the sup-

ply of the goods through Bank `B' in consideration for Bank `B' granting 

the said facility to Company `G'.  As further security for the granting of 

the said facility, Bank `B' prepared a Loan Agreement between it and 

Company `G'.  It also obtained a personal guarantee from the Managing 

Director of Company `G' undertaking to be personally liable for the debt 

in the event of a breach.  As it turned out, the loan agreement prepared 

by Bank `B' was NEVER EXECUTED BY COMPANY `G'!  Company `Y', in 

breach of the terms of the tripartite understanding made payment di-

rect to Company `G' upon Company `G' fulfilling only a part of its obliga-

tion under the contract.  Company `G' subsequently defaulted in repay-

ing the overdraft facility. 

To carry out its task, Lawyer `O' was immediately faced with three major 

problems.  First, a key document vital to the transaction - and which 

would have formed a veritable core for his case - was never executed.  

Second, there was no evidence whatsoever that in the event that judge-

ment was obtained against either Company `G' or Company `Y', the 

combined assets of either of them would be sufficient to liquidate the 

debt.  Third, Company `G' had its head office in Benin, Company `Y' in 

Gboko and Bank `B' in Lagos.  The applicable Rules of Court procedure 

do not provide a means for Companies `G' and `Y' to be jointly sued in 

the same forum without "leave" being obtained to issue court processes 

"outside jurisdiction" though all the parties involved were Nigerian Com-

panies; Delays and Bottlenecks!  Yet Bank `B' was primarily concerned, 

and rightly so, to recover its funds which had become tied down by the 

transaction in order to remain afloat. 

The above true life scenario aptly captures the present constraints ex-

isting at every rung of the ladder of credit supply, management and re-

covery.  A cursory glance at the framework and machinery in place for 

credit administration and debt recovery reveal a profile of three critical 
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players; the primary lending institution, the borrower turned defaulter 

and the judicial system.  From the point of view of the creditor, there is 

the problem of lack of relevant and adequate background information.  It 

is too plain for argument that credit arrangements require proper ap-

praisal and assessment of the credit potential and/or worthiness of pro-

spective borrowers.  A critical study of the situation will reveal a case of 

near hopelessness. 

Improper documentation and corrupt practices within the banking com-

munity are huge problems.  Very few banks have specialized units to pro-

fessionally and dispassionately assess and appraise information neces-

sary to take a credit decision. 

The example given above which more or less represents the general 

trend shows a clear lapse in the appraisal and documentation process of 

a very substantial credit supply arrangement.  The chief source of the 

problem is the absence of ancillary institutions required to support credit 

administration.  Such ancillary institutions are necessary in order to ease 

the pressure on the lending institutions enabling them to concentrate on 

their primary functions.  Banks and other financial institutions will be 

hard put to divert their resources from their traditional commercial re-

sponsibilities of lending to engage in credit assessments on any meaning-

ful scale.  Clearly, the existence of an independent and efficient credit 

rating agency would be of immense assistance in reducing the incidence 

of loan defaults.  Credit rating agencies are not at all novel. 

I have canvassed this subject in different fora and I will never tire of re-

peating it.  I appeal to anyone who cares to listen to direct his efforts at 

sensitizing the public and the appropriate legislative organs of govern-

ment towards this issue, which I believe, will be of immense help in as-

sessing the credit potential of a prospective borrower.  In Western devel-

oped economies, capital and money market actors depend to a large ex-

tent on credit ratings in evaluating key management decisions.  In the 

U.S.A. for example, the individual credit ratings of T.R.W Services, Com-

pany Ratings of Fitch Investor Services and the bond ratings assigned by 

Standard and Poor's and Moody's are a vital and very necessary adjunct 

of lending and investment decisions.  The main objects for which a credit 

reference agency is established are captured in the Memorandum of IN-

FOLINK LIMITED, a London based agency in these terms: 

1. To promote, protect, maintain and assist the industry and trade of 

the United Kingdom whether home or abroad in all matters affecting 

the rating of credit, the enforcement of contracts and the recovery of 

overdue accounts and the consideration and discussion of all ques-

tions affecting the same. 

2. To collect, classify and register information relating to the character, 
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circumstances and history of persons, firms, companies and others 

seeking mercantile or other credit at home or abroad and relating to 

markets, trade and industrial considerations, exports and imports 

and the affairs of those concerned therewith and for these or any 

other purposes to establish agencies and bureaux throughout the 

world. 

3. To assist in protecting the public against persons, firms, companies 

and others whose characters, history or circumstances render them 

unworthy or unsuitable to secure mercantile or other credit by sup-

plying information from the registers and records kept by the com-

pany and by making searches of official registers and records and by 

promoting and facilitating the pooling of information as to the credit 

standing of customers and the interchange of information with oth-

ers and by procuring information from any other source which may 

be or may become available to the company and which may directly 

or indirectly help any persons, firm or company concerned in regard 

to another person, firm or company with whom such person, firm or 

company may be doing or be proposing to do business or in connec-

tion with any matter in which such person, firm or company may 

have a commercial or financial interest. 

My earlier illustration of the limitations of in-house bank customer ap-

praisal and status enquiries clearly demonstrates the need for inde-

pendent credit rating agencies capable of monitoring individual and 

company credit risk.  The catch term "credit risk" is the financial and 

moral risk that an obligation will be paid and a loss will result.  At the 

moment, I am unaware of the existence of any such agency in Nigeria. 

Another point which must be taken is that because lending institutions, 

as earlier pointed out, lack the necessary skill, time, knowledge and re-

sources to properly assess and estimate the risk factor involved in their 

credit supply and management transactions, they simply require to seek 

advisory and related services if credit activity will not be paralysed by 

the phenomenon of bad debts.  My assessment of the peculiar needs of 

the Nigerian Banking and Commercial community with its increased fo-

cus on venture capital financing, informs me that there is a pressing 

need for a Scheme that will render consultancy and advisory services on 

credit operations.  This will consist of a specialist firm or institution that 

provides specialist legal and ancillary advisory services at the disposal of 

the Commercial Community based on actual on the field professional 

experiences in debt recovery and credit supply matters.  This scheme 

would also assist respective institutions in articulating and implementing 

their respective credit policies taking into consideration current legal 

developments and the individual peculiarities of each credit facility.  My 

firm is involved in this scheme and has severally made proposals to vari-
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ous bodies and institutions calling on them to exploit its benefits.  The 

total indifference which characterized the negligible responses received 

by us pursuant to these proposals is a sad commentary not only about 

the level of awareness of the general community but also on the appal-

ling lack of initiative and will to explore potentially viable options for ad-

dressing the problem. 

Ancillary to the above is the lack of facilities for proper Credit Brokerage.  

Credit Brokerage is the effecting of introductions of persons desiring to 

obtain credit.  There is then an obligation on the part of the broker if de-

fault occurs.  The Broker in effect gives his professional assessment of 

the credit standing of the potential borrower and therefore may be liable 

for professional misstatement unless it exercises reasonable care in its 

assessment.  This is a kind of specialized guarantee arrangement against 

which lenders can hedge. 

I have earlier raised in passing the issue of carelessness bordering on cor-

ruption and dishonesty within the various lending institutions.  This rep-

resents a real and pressing problem, which I will like to illustrate and 

bring nearer home with the following examples: 

Bank `N' on September 2, 1977 extended a building loan facility in the 

sum of 250,000.00 to Mr. J.  As security for the facility, Bank `N' took a 

purported legal mortgage over Mr J's landed property.  Mr. J defaulted in 

making repayments on the facility.  As at November 1989, the total 

amount owed to Bank `N' by Mr. J was the sum 891,692.62 inclusive of 

interest and bank charges.  Bank `N' proceeded to file an action at the 

Lagos State High Court to recover this sum.  Mr. J neither put in an ap-

pearance nor defended the action.  Bank `N', in November 1991 got 

judgement against Mr. J for the stated sum together with interest at 6% 

per annum until the whole debt is liquidated.  As of July 29, 1992, the 

judgement obtained in November 1991 had not been enforced.  Bank `N' 

decided to instruct Lawyer `O' to take over the conduct of the matter 

from Lawyer `FA' who had hitherto handled the matter.  Lawyer `O' im-

mediately took steps to execute the judgement.  He applied for, ob-

tained the necessary processes, and proceeded to attach two luxury cars 

belonging to Mr. J.  That would not have sufficed to liquidate the entire 

debt but Lawyer O was poised to sell Mr. J's house if that be necessary to 

recover the full sum.  Then it happened.  Bank `N' immediately requested 

Lawyer O to stay all further action.  It had negotiated behind the scene 

with Mr. J and accepted a lesser amount in full and final settlement of 

the entire debt which Lawyer O was poised to recover fully!  In the pro-

cess, the Bank lost over 200,000.00. 

Another example: 

Bank `G' extends a car loan facility of 16,000.00 to Mr. K, a staff of Y 
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Company.  Mr. Q the purported Managing Director of Y Company gives a 

guarantee that Y Company will remit a portion of Mr. K's income direct 

to Bank G in instalments towards liquidating the loan.  Mr. K defaulted.  

Lawyer O was instructed to recover the debt.  Lawyer O immediately 

dispatched letters of demand to Mr. K, and Company Y.  As it turned 

out, Company Y was not known at the provided address.  Neither was 

Mr. K.  Bank G had no alternative addresses for either Mr. K and Compa-

ny Y.  The only alternative open to Lawyer O was to apply for substituted 

service by advertising processes in a National Newspaper.  Considering 

the cost of such an advertisement as against the value of the facility, this 

step was not advisable.  Moreover, even if Lawyer O proceeded to ob-

tain judgement in this way, it would be almost impossible to enforce.  

Case closed. 

The above illustrations clearly show a high level of carelessness among 

the bank officials whose responsibility it was to consider, appraise, and 

approve the respective facilities.  Remember, it is the lending institution 

that suffers at the end of the day. 

All of the foregoing analyse the problem from the point of view of the 

first and second players earlier identified in the debt recovery profile.  

The third link in the chain of credit administration is the Judicial System.  

The term `Judicial System' is used loosely in this context to include the 

Lawyer who has been consulted by the lending institution to recover an 

overdue loan or advance, the Lawyer who represents the borrower 

turned debtor as his defence attorney, the Judge who is the mediator in 

the dispute as well as the operation of the general rules of court proce-

dure governing the administration of justice as they relate to the specific 

transaction. 

It is common knowledge that the volume and complexities of economic 

activity requires that mercantile disputes be resolved with speed and 

efficiency so that economic activity be not hampered.  Regrettably, our 

judicial machinery has failed to keep pace with modern trends.  In my 

view, a substantial part of the problem arises from the fact that precious 

little attention has been paid to the workings of the ultimate dispute 

resolution/debt recovery mechanism, viz., the courts.  The lending insti-

tutions who should themselves be in the forefront of canvassing for re-

forms in the system have regrettably shown surprising disinterest here.  

We readily acknowledge that there are various stages in which the prob-

lem of debt management and control may be tackled. 

These include, as we have shown earlier on, proper screening and ap-

praisals (including debt classification) documentation and the provision 

of ancillary services such as credit referencing, credit brokerage and le-

gal advisory schemes on credit and management operations.  The point 

remains however, that the judicial system is the ultimate institution on 
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debt administration and it is quite important that the lending institutions 

show more interest in its workings. 

I have, as I am sure have many other practicing Lawyers, been confront-

ed on numerous occasions with the inadequacies in the judicial process 

in the course of my practise.  It is simply too slow and lends itself to 

ready abuse.  A Lawyer whose debtor client has no valid defence to an 

uncontroverted debt recovery claim buys time by requesting for intermi-

nable adjournments.  Regrettably, the average Judge indulges him.  The 

courts themselves are simply over-congested.  So Judges are quite happy 

to find some excuse to adjourn cases. 

A survey conducted by our firm of Solicitors revealed that while a total of 

3,568 and 3,906 cases for 1990 and 1991 respectively were filed in the 

Lagos Judicial Division of the Lagos State High Court, only about 308 and 

314 cases were disposed of at the end of the respective periods.  These 

figures include those cases that were summarily disposed off either be-

cause of non-attendance at court by a litigant and his counsel and those 

disposed of only by terms of settlement reached between the parties 

and not wholly as a result of the substantive consideration and final deci-

sion of the Judge based on the workings of the Judicial System. 

The foregoing illustrate that the judicial system is in need of urgent re-

form.  Common situations, for example, in which Judges grant injunc-

tions without carefully balancing the interest of the parties leaves much 

to be desired. 

Having studied the problems carefully, we discern two major factors why 

the judicial process is lagging: 

1. Obsolete Laws (Particularly with regard to the Rules of Procedure): 

Our various courts still operate Rules of Procedure that were de-

signed to meet the litigation requirements of several decades ago.  It 

is interesting to note that while some other Commonwealth Coun-

tries, e.g. the United Kingdom and Australia, have long instituted 

Rules of Court specifically designed to meet the peculiar require-

ments of the mercantile communities, there are no contemporary 

rules in any of the High Courts Civil Procedure Rules extant through-

out this country.  In the earlier cited case involving Bank `B', Compa-

ny `G' and Company `Y' the judicial machinery for the recovery of the 

debt owed to Bank `B' could have been set in motion much faster 

and easier had there been existing provisions for a waiver of the 

Rules regarding the necessity for obtaining leave to serve court pro-

cesses outside jurisdiction in cases of this nature where speed was of 

the essence. 

2. Judicial Attitude: Even where some of the procedures/mechanisms 

available in our extant rules of court are capable of achieving speedy 
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dispute resolution on debt recoveries, our Judges are not adequate-

ly sensitized to employ these mechanisms to meet the peculiar re-

quirements of the mercantile community.  This principally arises 

from lack of specialization and inadequate continuing education fa-

cilities for judicial personnel. 

This fact is well illustrated in the attitude of our Judges to the applica-

tion of what is usually referred to as the Order 10 proceedings.  This is a 

special provision in the Rules of Procedure of the High Court of Lagos 

State that enables a creditor to obtain summary and speedy judgement 

in cases in which a debtor has no valid or reasonable defence to a claim 

for the recovery of a specified sum.  This procedure, in effect, eliminates 

the necessity of going through a lengthy session of plenary trial when on 

the face of it, a defendant debtor has no arguable defence. 

Take the following case for example: 

On October 25, 1988, a Merchant Bank commenced legal action against 

its customer, an agro allied venture, and its proprietor.  The action was 

to recover the total sum of 223,133.44 representing rentals and interest 

payments long overdue on an equipment lease facility granted to the 

customer by the Bank and guaranteed by its proprietor.  The customer 

and its proprietor filed a joint defence to the claim on December 13, 

1988 in which they admitted taking the equipment lease facility and al-

leged that they had made some payments but did not specify how much 

they had paid or how much they were prepared to admit was outstand-

ing.  The applicable Rules of Procedure require that a defendant answer-

ing to an action for the recovery of a debt and who admits owing, 

should specifically plead the amount owed.  The Rules also entitle a 

plaintiff to obtain summary judgement for such part of his claim as is 

admitted by the defendant, and then proceed to prove the residue.  

Seeing that the customers answer was evasive and would deprive it of 

the opportunity to obtain summary judgement for the undisputed 

amount of its claim, the Bank filed an application on December 16, 1988 

to compel the customer to give further and better particulars of its an-

swer.  Due to frequent adjournments on flimsy grounds, the proceed-

ings to make the customer provide better particulars lasted for over 10 

months.  At the end of that period, the customer provided "further par-

ticulars" which merely re-iterated that "the amount due is considerably 

below the amount stated under the particulars of the (Bank's) state-

ment of claim".  The Bank thought that the customers "further particu-

lars" were still not sufficient answer to its claim, and so it commenced 

proceedings to strike out the customer’s pleadings and obtain summary 

judgement.  The application for summary judgement was filed on May 

10, 1990, suffered nine adjournments over a period of twenty months, 

and was only heard on February 18, 1992.  On March 13, 1992, the court 
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dismissed the Banks application for summary judgement and set the 

matter down for trial to commence on July 7, 1992, almost 4 years after 

the writ was issued and when clearly the debtor had no sustainable de-

fence to the plaintiff's claim. 

This was in part what informed the proposals which we made and can-

vassed for the establishment of a specialized Forum for Commercial 

Court Users (FOCCUS) to bring pressure to bear on the appropriate legis-

lative and executive authorities to establish a Mercantile Division within 

the High Court as a first step  towards ensuring speedier resolution of 

mercantile disputes.  Also, the setting up of a common interest group to 

canvass and pressurize the relevant bodies to institute sustained Law 

Reform in the judicial machinery for debt recovery and claims settlement 

and to bring these endeavours to the centre of public attention.  Our tar-

get audience was the general mercantile community consisting of the 

following: 

1. Banks 

2. Mortgage Institutions 

3. Other Finance Institutions 

4. Insurance Companies 

5. Government Credit Organizations (e.g. the Students Loans Board, the 

Peoples Bank, the Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme Board etc.) 

6. Interested Chambers of Commerce and Industry 

7. Firms of Legal Practitioners involved in mercantile litigation 

8. Professional Bodies and Educational Institutions of Bankers, Lawyers, 

Insurance Companies etc. 

And, so, we went to work.  All members of my legal staff.  For three 

months, at our own time and expense we conducted surveys, searched 

archives, and laboriously worked to produce an interim report, "Debt 

Recoveries and the Judicial System."  We forwarded, again at our ex-

pense, copies of this Report to every major financial institution in the 

country.  We proposed a meeting at which the thoughts therein ex-

pressed could be further deliberated on, constructively criticized, 

amendments and suggestions proffered and a course of action decided.  

The meeting held on July 31, 1992 at the Administration Office of Savan-

nah Bank of Nigeria PLC.  The turnout was not very encouraging.  We 

thought that having set what we believed was a worthy course in pro-

gress, more hands would see the merits in due course and join in our 

crusade.  We could not have been more wrong.  Today, nothing has been 

done.  Bank A is reluctant to commit any funds to achieving these aims.  

Bank C believes the ideals are not immediately pressing to commit men 
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and resources.  Neither is Bank D willing to take the initiative.  Stale-

mate! 

I believe the above illustration entitles me with due respect to say that 

the general mercantile community and particularly the primary lending 

institutions in the economy show an amazing and incredible lack of in-

terest in the workings and progress of the judicial system. 

Related to the problem of the snail speed pace of the judicial process for 

commercial dispute resolution is the issue of Execution of Judgement 

Debts.  It is obvious that the enforcement process is the ultimate tech-

nique that enables a creditor recover a debt.  Judgement alone is use-

less.  It merely gives the creditor the right to enforce it.  It is with some 

regret that it must be noted that the extant machinery for execution of 

judgement is in utter chaos.  The enforcement of a judgement depends 

on the efficiency, honesty, and effectiveness of the Sheriff.  In practice, 

the Sheriffs' office has proved ill equipped, hopelessly undermanned, 

and ill trained to carry on this very vital assignment.  The red tape that is 

required to be cut just to get the enforcement process going is monu-

mental.  There is an overconcentration of extra-judicial functions in the 

administrative machinery of the courts, which have neither the special 

skills, training, nor knowledge to be effective.  I venture to say that the 

time was never more auspicious for due considerations to be given to 

the need to commercialise and indeed privatize the extra judicial func-

tions of the court system.  If I had a hand in the process, I would without 

hesitation privatize and commercialize the Sheriff's office.  All that it 

would require is to allow fit and proper persons worthy of character to 

be licensed as Bailiffs.  A judgement creditor would then have a choice 

and the ensuing competition should enhance the quality of the enforce-

ment process.  Let me proceed to my conclusions and deal with possible 

solutions and suggestions. 

Possible Solutions/Suggestions 

Supply Side Solution 

Supply Side Solution is taken from Arthur Laffer's theory that problems 

are often always resolved by working at their causes.  If credit facilities 

that go out are more effectively appraised, there is no question that the 

volume of bad debts will shrink.  The prevention of bad debts is more 

important than the cure.  The missing links I have identified in the chain 

of credit administration require to be filled if pre-emptive measures will 

be effective.  A whole new institution built around ancillary credit ser-

vices requires therefore to be in place.  I have already referred to some 

of them elsewhere in this presentation.  But it bears repeating that an-

cillary services will divest the credit institutions of the added responsibil-

ity of collecting, collating, and analysing the necessary data on all their 
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present or probable debtors.  A function, which as shown earlier, they 

are ill-equipped to perform.  Investors should establish business con-

cerns such as Credit Reference Agencies specializing in Credit Brokerage, 

Data Collection and providing debt counselling facilities.  These should 

cement the existing gaps in the debt recovery profile i.e. as between the 

Banks and their Debtors where credit facilities are provided to debtors 

without proper credit analysis and appraisal.  I must add that these ser-

vices already exist in a number of countries. 

It is also important to encourage the establishment of debt factors who 

will be given special statutory and judicial recognition and for a fee 

would buy up existing debts and obligations arising from commercial 

transactions.  These agencies will then be responsible for pursuing and 

recovering debts through specialized channels established for that pur-

pose.  The English Consumer Credit Act of 1974, which makes provision 

for the establishment of these agencies and the machinery for their op-

eration, is a reference point and can and should be adapted to meet the 

particular and peculiar requirements of the Nigerian situation. 

Demand Side Solutions 

Judicial Specialization 

Andrew Theunisen, author of the valuable book - A Guide to Successful 

Debt Collecting - says that once credit has been given there will always 

be slow payers and defaulters.  Theunisen recognizes that no credit ad-

ministration is infallible and that there will always be that bad debt.  So it 

assuages the creditor if the legal and judicial process works efficiently. 

It is imperative, therefore, that the present substantive and procedural 

laws on debt recovery be completely overhauled and re-appraised to 

accommodate the special needs of the commercial community.  The in-

creased level and scope of credit transactions in the economy demand 

no less.  Debt recovery actions need to be speedily considered and dis-

pensed with in order not to hinder the fast-paced flow of activities in the 

capital and credit markets.  At the moment however, there is no special-

ized unit within our judicial system in this regard unlike other jurisdic-

tions (England and Australia) that have recognized the necessity for their 

establishment.  The creation of a Mercantile Division in the High Court 

presided over by Judges specially trained in commercial transactions is 

absolutely necessary. 

As I have earlier pointed out, there is a need to effect a radical reform of 

the Rules of Procedure of our various High Courts in order to ease the 

problems that this piece is directed at bringing to the fore.  This is illus-

trated in the following examples: 

Bank `N' is faced with the threat of going under.  A part of its problems 

arises from mismanagement of funds and as a result of the politicizing of 
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the appointment of its key management staff.  However, the larger part 

of its problems is caused by an accumulation of several unserviceable 

debts owed to it.  None of the debts in itself stands out as being particu-

larly large.  However, the sum total of all the debts put together amount 

to a tidy sum which if recovered could and would bail Bank `N' out of its 

present predicament.  However, in order to recover the debts Bank `N' 

must proceed against each of the debtors individually.  An appraisal of 

the cost of proceeding in this manner weighed against the possibility of 

success however clearly show that Bank `N' has little to gain in pursuing 

the debts. 

The unhealthy situation above arises because as of today, there are no 

provisions in our law enabling a creditor institution to bring a `Class Ac-

tion' by proceeding against several  debtors in respect of completely 

separate and unrelated transactions and thus prove its case and recover 

its funds from its respective debtors speedily and at minimal costs.  Such 

procedure will doubtless be of immense assistance to such institutions 

as The Students Loans Board, Agricultural Credit Schemes, and The Peo-

ples Bank whose primary functions are the disbursement of small units 

of long and short-term credit facilities to several persons or groups of 

persons. 

Perhaps the need for reform in this direction has never been more im-

portant than now when with the establishment of the National Housing 

Fund, the nation’s primary mortgage institutions, slapped with stringent 

guidelines for qualification for grants under the Fund, must not only ex-

ercise near perfect appraisal of mortgage loan applications but also en-

sure a near perfect rate of recovery in the case of default. 

Ancillary Solutions 

Group Pressure 

Part of the immediate aims informing our proposals for the establish-

ment of a Forum for Commercial Court Users is to stimulate the setting 

up of a common interest group platform under a united umbrella.  This 

interest group will bear a three-pronged responsibility.  First, to whip up 

public interest and awareness about the pervasive problem of loan de-

faults.  Second, to close the gaps in the credit flow function.  Also, to 

bring sufficient pressure to bear in the legislative and executive arms of 

government to enact laws that will overhaul the present judicial struc-

ture to enable it achieve speedier resolution of commercial disputes. 

The Federal Government announced on the establishment of a frame-

work whereby several subcommittees would be set up within the vari-

ous State as well as Federal Legislative Houses to formulate and intro-

duce Bills that may, after due consideration, be passed into law.  I think 

there is ample opportunity for the mercantile community comprising of 
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Banks of whatever description (Merchant, Commercial, Corporate, De-

velopment, or Mortgage) to take the initiative and press for reform. 

I hasten to welcome the establishment of the Association of Banks Law-

yers.  I hope that it will be able to take on the immense challenge before 

it in pressing change. 

Alternative Lawyering 

The rational for the concept of alternative lawyering is predicated upon 

this premise The Judiciary in most countries is constituted by middle 

class lawyers who generally share united values and interests.  In many 

developing countries, the negative implications of this factor for judicial 

intervention in public matters is re-enforced by the tradition of using ju-

dicial appointments as a form of patronage for civil servants who are 

sympathetic to city hall and so are less likely to suggest or vigorously pur-

sue change and reform.  As often happens in this kind of atmosphere, 

the Judiciary Distances itself from popular aspirations viewing any calls 

for change and reform as underserving of judicial intervention and assis-

tance.  Very little can be expected of the Judicial Machinery in this 

setting. 

In addition, the Judiciary in most developing countries suffers severe sta-

tistical constraints in terms of manpower, fiscal, budgetary, and infra-

structural limitations that circumscribe the number of matters that can 

be addressed through its machinery.  Alternative Lawyering is, in sum, 

essentially a design by big commercial operators and similar interest 

groups to accommodate small and diverse interests by exploring alterna-

tive dispute resolution mechanisms through the vehicle of dispute antici-

pation by acting prospectively as against retrospectively as is the present 

orientation of the traditional workings of the judiciary. 

Against the background of the foregoing, the need exists for a model of 

legal practice and lawyering that makes the client the architect of his 

own fortune, a system in which the Lawyer in particular and the judicial 

system in general is merely a facilitator and not a dictator a provider of 

resources as well as services.  Such a system, I envisage, will combine the 

flexibility of political action with the accessibility of ideal legal action.  

This is the kernel of the concept of alternative lawyering.  I must speak 

less on this for brevity sake and in order to touch briefly on other areas 

that I believe require further highlighting.  However, more materials on 

the concept of Alternative Lawyering are available at Olisa Agbakoba & 

Associates, 30, Oyekan Road, Apapa, Lagos. 

Conciliation and Arbitration 

I recognize that while litigation is one way of resolving legal controver-

sies, it is not always the most efficient and effective method.  This is, as I 

have earlier pointed out, due partly to over-congestion of the courts and 
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partly to judicial insensitivity.  The vehicles of Conciliation and Arbitra-

tion hold vast potentials as alternative and faster means of dispute reso-

lution especially in the mercantile community. 

Before the advent of British Rule in Nigeria, dispute resolution in the 

society both within and outside the family system, was community ori-

ented.  There were no structures of State courts for dispute resolution.  

Dispute resolution was the work of the Elders, Chiefs, Bales, Obas, Alka-

li, and Emir.  It was a hierarchical system of justice based on customary 

or Muslim law characterized with simple and informal procedures.  

While I must concede that this simplistic approach to the issue is hardly 

realistic in today's multidimensional, multifaceted and dynamic econom-

ic environment, I must hasten to add that the point really is that with 

the indigenous judicial system, compensation and reconciliation rather 

than Judgement were the end results of dispute resolution.  The proce-

dure was mediation and arbitration not trial of issues.  People attached 

importance to the notion of settling disputes without the rupture of har-

monious relationships. 

The most common form of dispute resolution was reconciliation, which 

had the advantage of allowing parties themselves to control the process 

of dispute settlement in order to resolve their dispute.  I believe that 

these ideas can be adapted and suited to meet the needs of today's 

business society.  Indeed the Organisation of African Unity has, by its 

charter established a permanent organ for members States to use its 

machinery for conciliation, mediation and arbitration in the event of any 

dispute. 

In modern times, statutes have been promulgated which do recognize 

Arbitration and Conciliation as alternative means of dispute resolution.  

The Arbitration and Conciliation Act Cap 19 Laws of the Federation of 

Nigeria 1990 is one example.  The Act was enacted in 1988 to provide a 

United Legal framework for the fair and efficient settlement of commer-

cial dispute by arbitration and conciliation and to make applicable the 

convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Arbitral Awards 

(New York Convention) to any award made in Nigeria or any contracting 

State arising out of International Commercial Arbitration.  This law can 

be further strengthened by inserting provisions making it mandatory for 

specified types of mercantile disputes especially Bank/Customer debt 

recovery matters to be referred to Arbitration in order to ensure a 

speedier, fairer and satisfactory resolution. 

Conclusion 

The imperatives of the new information age tells us that the entire prob-

lem of debt recovery can be greatly reduced with increased efficiency in 

the process of debt administration and management, a complete over-
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haul of the judicial machinery and the establishment of specialized 

courts manned by specially trained and skilled personnel saddled with 

the responsibility of speedily disposing of debt recovery cases. 

I must hasten to add that the various suggestions given above have been 

proffered not as an alternative but as an ancillary to litigation, as ulti-

mately, that is the final determinant of parties rights and obligations in 

any transaction when all else fail. 

As I have mentioned earlier in this presentation, it is indeed good and 

educative for fora and talkshops of this kind to be organised where ideas 

can be shared and recommendations made and appraised.  But in doing 

so, let us not get carried away as in the macabre death dance of the vul-

ture.  There is the need to give effect to these ideas and recommenda-

tions.  Positive action must be taken and there can be no better time 

than now.  The responsibility falls squarely on the primary lending insti-

tutions, namely, the Banks and other financial institutions who mostly 

feel the impact of the problem of loan defaults and the attendant diffi-

culty of recoveries.  They must take up the challenge and press for 

change.  Now. 

I was pleasantly surprised to read a few months ago what Sir Jack Jacob 

said of the English experience in 1984 that only 1.16% of the Writs issued 

in the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court of Justice in England 

went on to trial.  In the same year, the County Courts disposed of 0.75% 

of the Writs filed by trial.  The cases were mostly settled.  I long to see 

that day when I can say that of the Nigerian system.  Our collective 

efforts can make it possible. 
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